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• スローンディジタルスカイサーベイ (SDSS) 

から重力レンズクエーサーを探査

• SDSS分光クエーサーサンプルから出発、
SDSS撮像データから候補選択、                

追観測で重力レンズクエーサー確認
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~50

needle in a haystack!



重力レンズクエーサーの歴史
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重力レンズクエーサーの応用
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宇宙論的応用
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Figure 12. Comparison of H
0

constraints for early-Universe and late-Universe probes in a flat ⇤CDM cosmology. The early-Universe
probes shown here are from Planck (orange; Planck Collaboration et al. 2018b) and a combination of clustering and weak lensing data,
BAO, and big bang nucleosynthesis (grey; Abbott et al. 2018b). The late-Universe probes shown are the latest results from SH0ES (blue;
Riess et al. 2019) and H0LiCOW (red; this work). When combining the late-Universe probes (purple), we find a 5.3� tension with Planck.

7 SUMMARY

We have combined time-delay distances and angular diame-
ter distances from six lensed quasars in the H0LiCOW sam-
ple to achieve the highest-precision probe of H

0

to date from
strong lensing time delays. Five of the six lenses are analyzed
blindly with respect to the cosmological parameters of inter-
est. Our main results are as follows:

• We find H
0

= 73.3+1.7
�1.8 km s�1 Mpc�1 for a flat ⇤CDM

cosmology, which is a measurement to a precision of 2.4%.
This result is in agreement with the latest results from mea-
surements of type Ia SNe calibrated by the distance ladder
(Riess et al. 2019) and in 3.1� tension with Planck CMB
measurements (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018b).

• Our constraint on H
0

in flat ⇤CDM is completely in-
dependent of and complementary to the latest results from
the SH0ES collaboration, so these two measurements can be
combined into a late-Universe constraint on H

0

. Together,
these are in tension with the best early-Universe (i.e., CMB)
determination of H

0

from Planck at a significance of 5.3�.

• We check that the lenses in our sample are statistically
consistent with one another by computing Bayes factors be-
tween their H

0

PDFs. We find that all six lenses are pairwise
consistent (i.e., F > 1), indicating that we are not underesti-

mating our uncertainties and are able to control systematic
e↵ects in our analysis.

• We compute parameter constraints for cosmologies be-
yond flat ⇤CDM. In an open ⇤CDM cosmology, we find
⌦

k

= 0.26+0.17
�0.25 and H

0

= 74.4+2.1
�2.3 km s�1 Mpc�1, which

is still in tension with Planck, suggesting that allowing for
spatial curvature cannot resolve the discrepancy. In a flat
wCDM cosmology, we find H

0

= 81.6+4.9
�5.3 km s�1 Mpc�1

and w = �1.90+0.56
�0.41. In a flat w

0

waCDM cosmology, we
find H

0

= 81.3+5.1
�5.4 km s�1 Mpc�1, but are unable to place

meaningful constraints on w
0

and wa.

• We combine our constraints with Planck, including
CMB weak lensing and BAO constraints. Although time-
delay cosmography is primarily sensitive to H

0

, with only
a weak dependence on other cosmological parameters, the
constraints are highly complementary to other probes such
as Planck, CMB weak lensing, and BAO. We test the open
⇤CDM and wCDM cosmologies, as well as cosmologies with
variable e↵ective neutrino species and/or sum of neutrino
masses, and a wCDM cosmology with a time-varying w. The
full parameter constraints for these models when combining
H0LiCOW and Planck are given in Table 7.

• We use the distance measurements from time-delay cos-
mography to calibrate the distance scale of type Ia SNe from
the JLA and Pantheon samples. This provides a probe of H

0
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Figure 9. Marginal and joint posterior distributions for the dark matter hyper-parameters �
los

, ↵, ⌃
sub

, and m
hm

, which represent the
overall scaling of the line of sight halo mass function, the logarithmic slope of the subhalo mass function, the global normalization of the
subhalo mass function that accounts for evolution with halo mass and redshfit (see Equation 7), and the half-mode mass m

hm

relevant
to WDM models. Contours show 68% and 95% confidence intervals, while the dot-dashed lines on the marginal distributions show the
95% confidence intervals.

with the aim of inferring ⌃
sub

. We marginalize over �

los

,
and over a theoretical-motivated prior on ↵ (between -1.95
and -1.85) based on predictions from N-body simulations
(Springel et al. 2008; Fiacconi et al. 2016).

The inference on ⌃
sub

is shown in Figure 10. We
infer ⌃

sub

= 0.055kpc�2, with a 1� confidence interval
0.029 < ⌃

sub

< 0.083 kpc�2. At the 2� level we obtain
⌃

sub

> 0.008kpc�2. We do not quote an upper 2� bound
on ⌃

sub

as it is prior dominated. To put these numbers in
physical units, the mean value of ⌃

sub

corresponds to a mean
projected mass in substructure for the lenses in our sample

between 106�109M� of 4.0⇥107M�kpc
�2, and the 1� confi-

dence interval corresponds to 2.0�6.1⇥107M�kpc
�2. At 2�,

the projected mass constraint is ⌃
sub

> 0.6⇥ 107M�kpc
�2.

To convert into the average projected mass, we have com-
puted the average of the projected masses for each of the
eight lenses in our sample, using the scaling of the halo mass
function with redshift in Equation 8 while assuming a halo
mass of 1013M�.
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SQLSサンプルは幅広く
応用されている

フラックス比による
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SQLSとデータベース
• SDSSのカタログ+画像を利用した候補探し
    (SDSSはサーベイ観測なのでデータベースは
     当然非常によく整備されている)

• FIRSTを使った候補の電波での整合性確認

• 候補フォローアップ時のアーカイブデータ
とのクロスマッチ



候補の選択手順
SDSS QUASAR LENS SEARCH. II. 3

Fig. 1.— Flowchart of the candidate selection procedure of the SQLS. First we construct a statistical subsample of quasars (source QSOs)
from the SDSS spectroscopic quasar catalog. The specific selection criteria (M1–M3, C1–C2, and S1) are given in Paper I. The details of
the additional selection criteria are described in §3. Table 1 presents the numbers of the source quasars, parent candidates, objects rejected
at each step, and final follow-up candidates.

3. LENS CANDIDATE SELECTION

We illustrate the SQLS candidate selection procedure
in Figure 1. As discussed in Paper I, we use two different
selection methods (morphological and color selection), in
order to identify both galaxy- and cluster-scale lens can-
didates. For candidates selected by each approach, we
apply several additional selection criteria to construct
a final lens candidate sample appropriate for detailed
follow-up on other facilities. We explain these additional
criteria for morphological candidates in § 3.1 and those

for color candidates in § 3.2. These two selection algo-
rithms are not exclusive with each other, since the (de-
blended) quasar component of a color candidate could be
a morphological candidate. The numbers of candidates
selected/removed by each approach are summarized in
Table 1. We finally identify 220 lensed quasar candidates
for follow-up from the 22,683 source quasars.

3.1. Morphological Selection
The morphological selection algorithm is intended to

discover galaxy-scale (θ ! 2.′′5) lensed quasars that the

分光カタログ
(分類、z)撮像カタログ
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SDSS分光カタログ

• 分光データを自
動パイプライン
で整約、解析

• タイプ分類と赤
方偏移を使用

赤方偏移 タイプ分類



SDSS撮像(天体)カタログ
MO, Inada+ AJ 132(2006)999

• seeingの悪い
領域を除く

    (観測条件の
     データも
     あると
     役立つ例)



SDSS撮像(天体)カタログ

3. Close lens pairs are difficult to distinguish from single
PSFs if the seeing is poor. Therefore, we reject quasars in fields
if the i-band image has the SDSS imaging parameter PSF_WIDTH
(effective PSF width based on a two-Gaussian fit) >1B8. This
criterion rejects roughly 2% of the quasars.

As a specific example, we adopt the 46,420 quasars in the Data
Release 3 (DR3) quasar sample (Schneider et al. 2005) as our
parent sample. By restricting the range of i-band magnitudes
and redshifts, the number of quasars decreases to 23,316 (!50%).
The final number of quasars, after rejecting poor seeing fields, is
22,682 (!49%).

3. SELECTION ALGORITHM

In this section we present our two selection algorithms, using
morphological and color selection criteria, respectively. The al-
gorithms are intended to identify low-redshift (zP 2:2) lensed
quasars, although their extension to higher redshift lenses is rather
straightforward (besides the inefficiency and incompleteness of
high-redshift lenses). Lens candidates are identified using imaging
data; we do not use any spectroscopic information, although in
some cases spectra offer a powerful way to locate gravitational
lensing (e.g., Johnston et al. 2003; Bolton et al. 2005, 2006).We
determine the selection criteria described below mostly in an
empirical manner; we choose criteria to keep the completeness
high, for both known lenses and simulations done in x 4, and at

the same time have reasonable efficiency when applied to the
SDSS data.

3.1. Morphological Selection

When the image separation between multiple images is small
(!P 2B5), PHOTO cannot deblend the system into two compo-
nents, and the objects are classified as single extended objects.
Thus, small-separation lenses can be identified as lens candi-
dates by searching for objects that are poorly fitted with the local
PSF. To do so, we use the following two SDSS imaging pa-
rameters. One is objc_type, which describes the classification
of the object as stars or galaxies, determined from the differences
of magnitudes obtained by fitting PSF and galaxy profiles to the
images in each band (e.g., Stoughton et al. 2002); objc_type =
6 indicates the object is a point source, while objc_type = 3
means the object is extended. The other parameter, star_L
(available in each band), is the probability that an object would
have at least the measured value of "2 of a fit of the image to the
PSF, if it really is well represented by a PSF. Put another way,
the higher the value of star_L, the more likely it is fitted by a
PSF.

The specific selection criteria of this morphology selection are
as follows. First, even if a quasar is classified as a point source,
we select it as a lens candidate if the PSF likelihood is small.
Specifically, we select objects that satisfy all of the following
four conditions:

M1: objc type ¼ 6;

star L(u) # 0:03; star L(g) # 0:04;

star L(r) # 0:07 or star L(i ) # 0:07: ð1Þ

We do not use the z-band star_L parameter because of the
relatively low S/N of z-band images. Although the S/Ns of
u-band images are also low, we use the u-band parameter be-
cause quasars are UV-excess sources; thus, the u band is quite
effective in discriminating quasar-quasar pairs from quasar-star
pairs. However, we find that the condition on the u-band pa-
rameter is sometimes too strong, resulting in missing some lens
candidates. As a separate cut, we adopt a relaxed range of
u-band star likelihood but slightly tighter conditions on other
parameters:

M2: objc type ¼ 6;

star L(u) # 0:06; star L(g) # 0:04;

star L(r) # 0:04 or star L(i ) # 0:04: ð2Þ

When a quasar image is classified as extended, we use a similar
but relaxed criterion to identify a lens candidate; an object is
selected when all of the following three conditions are met:

M3: objc type ¼ 3;

star L(u) # 0:45 or star L(g) # 0:35;

star L(r) # 0:60 or star L(i ) # 0:60: ð3Þ

We select quasars that satisfy one or more of the criteria M1–
M3 as lens candidates. In practice, approximately half of small-
separation gravitational lenses are classified as extended objects
and selected by conditionM3. Lenses that are classified as point
sources tend to satisfy both conditions M1 and M2; the differ-
ence between M1 and M2 becomes important only for limiting
cases in which lenses are close to the magnitude limit (i ! 19:1)

Fig. 1.—Completeness of the quasar spectroscopic target selection for point
and extended quasars, computed from the simulation done by Richards et al.
(2006b). We show completeness averaged over 15 < i < 19:1. The ratio of the
two completenesses is shown in the bottom panel.
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3. Close lens pairs are difficult to distinguish from single
PSFs if the seeing is poor. Therefore, we reject quasars in fields
if the i-band image has the SDSS imaging parameter PSF_WIDTH
(effective PSF width based on a two-Gaussian fit) >1B8. This
criterion rejects roughly 2% of the quasars.

As a specific example, we adopt the 46,420 quasars in the Data
Release 3 (DR3) quasar sample (Schneider et al. 2005) as our
parent sample. By restricting the range of i-band magnitudes
and redshifts, the number of quasars decreases to 23,316 (!50%).
The final number of quasars, after rejecting poor seeing fields, is
22,682 (!49%).

3. SELECTION ALGORITHM

In this section we present our two selection algorithms, using
morphological and color selection criteria, respectively. The al-
gorithms are intended to identify low-redshift (zP 2:2) lensed
quasars, although their extension to higher redshift lenses is rather
straightforward (besides the inefficiency and incompleteness of
high-redshift lenses). Lens candidates are identified using imaging
data; we do not use any spectroscopic information, although in
some cases spectra offer a powerful way to locate gravitational
lensing (e.g., Johnston et al. 2003; Bolton et al. 2005, 2006).We
determine the selection criteria described below mostly in an
empirical manner; we choose criteria to keep the completeness
high, for both known lenses and simulations done in x 4, and at

the same time have reasonable efficiency when applied to the
SDSS data.

3.1. Morphological Selection

When the image separation between multiple images is small
(!P 2B5), PHOTO cannot deblend the system into two compo-
nents, and the objects are classified as single extended objects.
Thus, small-separation lenses can be identified as lens candi-
dates by searching for objects that are poorly fitted with the local
PSF. To do so, we use the following two SDSS imaging pa-
rameters. One is objc_type, which describes the classification
of the object as stars or galaxies, determined from the differences
of magnitudes obtained by fitting PSF and galaxy profiles to the
images in each band (e.g., Stoughton et al. 2002); objc_type =
6 indicates the object is a point source, while objc_type = 3
means the object is extended. The other parameter, star_L
(available in each band), is the probability that an object would
have at least the measured value of "2 of a fit of the image to the
PSF, if it really is well represented by a PSF. Put another way,
the higher the value of star_L, the more likely it is fitted by a
PSF.

The specific selection criteria of this morphology selection are
as follows. First, even if a quasar is classified as a point source,
we select it as a lens candidate if the PSF likelihood is small.
Specifically, we select objects that satisfy all of the following
four conditions:

M1: objc type ¼ 6;

star L(u) # 0:03; star L(g) # 0:04;

star L(r) # 0:07 or star L(i ) # 0:07: ð1Þ

We do not use the z-band star_L parameter because of the
relatively low S/N of z-band images. Although the S/Ns of
u-band images are also low, we use the u-band parameter be-
cause quasars are UV-excess sources; thus, the u band is quite
effective in discriminating quasar-quasar pairs from quasar-star
pairs. However, we find that the condition on the u-band pa-
rameter is sometimes too strong, resulting in missing some lens
candidates. As a separate cut, we adopt a relaxed range of
u-band star likelihood but slightly tighter conditions on other
parameters:

M2: objc type ¼ 6;

star L(u) # 0:06; star L(g) # 0:04;

star L(r) # 0:04 or star L(i ) # 0:04: ð2Þ

When a quasar image is classified as extended, we use a similar
but relaxed criterion to identify a lens candidate; an object is
selected when all of the following three conditions are met:

M3: objc type ¼ 3;

star L(u) # 0:45 or star L(g) # 0:35;

star L(r) # 0:60 or star L(i ) # 0:60: ð3Þ

We select quasars that satisfy one or more of the criteria M1–
M3 as lens candidates. In practice, approximately half of small-
separation gravitational lenses are classified as extended objects
and selected by conditionM3. Lenses that are classified as point
sources tend to satisfy both conditions M1 and M2; the differ-
ence between M1 and M2 becomes important only for limiting
cases in which lenses are close to the magnitude limit (i ! 19:1)

Fig. 1.—Completeness of the quasar spectroscopic target selection for point
and extended quasars, computed from the simulation done by Richards et al.
(2006b). We show completeness averaged over 15 < i < 19:1. The ratio of the
two completenesses is shown in the bottom panel.
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3. Close lens pairs are difficult to distinguish from single
PSFs if the seeing is poor. Therefore, we reject quasars in fields
if the i-band image has the SDSS imaging parameter PSF_WIDTH
(effective PSF width based on a two-Gaussian fit) >1B8. This
criterion rejects roughly 2% of the quasars.

As a specific example, we adopt the 46,420 quasars in the Data
Release 3 (DR3) quasar sample (Schneider et al. 2005) as our
parent sample. By restricting the range of i-band magnitudes
and redshifts, the number of quasars decreases to 23,316 (!50%).
The final number of quasars, after rejecting poor seeing fields, is
22,682 (!49%).

3. SELECTION ALGORITHM

In this section we present our two selection algorithms, using
morphological and color selection criteria, respectively. The al-
gorithms are intended to identify low-redshift (zP 2:2) lensed
quasars, although their extension to higher redshift lenses is rather
straightforward (besides the inefficiency and incompleteness of
high-redshift lenses). Lens candidates are identified using imaging
data; we do not use any spectroscopic information, although in
some cases spectra offer a powerful way to locate gravitational
lensing (e.g., Johnston et al. 2003; Bolton et al. 2005, 2006).We
determine the selection criteria described below mostly in an
empirical manner; we choose criteria to keep the completeness
high, for both known lenses and simulations done in x 4, and at

the same time have reasonable efficiency when applied to the
SDSS data.

3.1. Morphological Selection

When the image separation between multiple images is small
(!P 2B5), PHOTO cannot deblend the system into two compo-
nents, and the objects are classified as single extended objects.
Thus, small-separation lenses can be identified as lens candi-
dates by searching for objects that are poorly fitted with the local
PSF. To do so, we use the following two SDSS imaging pa-
rameters. One is objc_type, which describes the classification
of the object as stars or galaxies, determined from the differences
of magnitudes obtained by fitting PSF and galaxy profiles to the
images in each band (e.g., Stoughton et al. 2002); objc_type =
6 indicates the object is a point source, while objc_type = 3
means the object is extended. The other parameter, star_L
(available in each band), is the probability that an object would
have at least the measured value of "2 of a fit of the image to the
PSF, if it really is well represented by a PSF. Put another way,
the higher the value of star_L, the more likely it is fitted by a
PSF.

The specific selection criteria of this morphology selection are
as follows. First, even if a quasar is classified as a point source,
we select it as a lens candidate if the PSF likelihood is small.
Specifically, we select objects that satisfy all of the following
four conditions:

M1: objc type ¼ 6;

star L(u) # 0:03; star L(g) # 0:04;

star L(r) # 0:07 or star L(i ) # 0:07: ð1Þ

We do not use the z-band star_L parameter because of the
relatively low S/N of z-band images. Although the S/Ns of
u-band images are also low, we use the u-band parameter be-
cause quasars are UV-excess sources; thus, the u band is quite
effective in discriminating quasar-quasar pairs from quasar-star
pairs. However, we find that the condition on the u-band pa-
rameter is sometimes too strong, resulting in missing some lens
candidates. As a separate cut, we adopt a relaxed range of
u-band star likelihood but slightly tighter conditions on other
parameters:

M2: objc type ¼ 6;

star L(u) # 0:06; star L(g) # 0:04;

star L(r) # 0:04 or star L(i ) # 0:04: ð2Þ

When a quasar image is classified as extended, we use a similar
but relaxed criterion to identify a lens candidate; an object is
selected when all of the following three conditions are met:

M3: objc type ¼ 3;

star L(u) # 0:45 or star L(g) # 0:35;

star L(r) # 0:60 or star L(i ) # 0:60: ð3Þ

We select quasars that satisfy one or more of the criteria M1–
M3 as lens candidates. In practice, approximately half of small-
separation gravitational lenses are classified as extended objects
and selected by conditionM3. Lenses that are classified as point
sources tend to satisfy both conditions M1 and M2; the differ-
ence between M1 and M2 becomes important only for limiting
cases in which lenses are close to the magnitude limit (i ! 19:1)

Fig. 1.—Completeness of the quasar spectroscopic target selection for point
and extended quasars, computed from the simulation done by Richards et al.
(2006b). We show completeness averaged over 15 < i < 19:1. The ratio of the
two completenesses is shown in the bottom panel.
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and/or have very small image separations (!P 100). These con-
ditions are designed using both real SDSS data and simulations
presented in x 4.

3.2. Color Selection

When the image separation is large enough for PHOTO to
deblend two components, we can select lens candidates by com-
paring the colors between spectroscopically confirmed quasars
and candidate companions. At ! > 700 the candidates’ companions
must be point sources, but for smaller separations we also allow
extended sources to be candidate companions, because for such
small separations lensing galaxies may be superposed on the
fainter components (e.g., Q0957+561). The selection method
presented here is somewhat similar to those given by Oguri et al.
(2004a) and Hennawi et al. (2006b), but we follow P03 to extend
the methods to select differentially reddened lenses.

We conduct the color selection on the basis of the color
difference:

D(i! j ) ¼(i! j )quasar ! (i! j )companion or

(i! j )companion ! (i! j )quasar; ð4Þ

where (i; j) ¼ (u; g), (g, r), (r, i), and (i, z) and ‘‘quasar’’ and
‘‘companion’’ indicate the SDSS spectroscopic quasar in the source
quasar sample and the candidate companion, respectively. We
use PSF magnitudes and their errors throughout the paper. Al-
though the definition of D(i! j) contains a sign ambiguity, we
regard candidate pairs as lens candidates if they pass the criteria
below using either one of the above definitions. This becomes
important when we consider differential reddening, because at
first sight we do not knowwhich object is reddenedmore.When
the color difference comes from reddening, D(i! j) for all sets
of (i, j) must have the same sign. On the other hand, the color
difference of two unrelated objects could have both positive and
negative signs for different (i, j). This is the reason we do not
define D(i! j) as the absolute value of the color difference.

Since gravitational lensing does not change the color of ob-
jects, the color difference should be small if two components are
lensed images of a single quasar. This criterion can be written as
follows:

C1: jD(i! j )j < !D(i! j); ð5Þ

which must be met for all four colors. The limit !D(i! j) de-
scribes an acceptable error of the color difference, for which we
adopt the following fixed values

!D(u! g) ¼ 3 ; 0:20; !D(g! r) ¼ 3 ; 0:09;

!D(r ! i) ¼ 3 ; 0:09; !D(i! z) ¼ 3 ; 0:30: ð6Þ

These values correspond to typical 3 " errors of the color dif-
ferences of faint (%19–20mag) objects in the SDSS images.We
find that color differences contain very large errors when image
separations are small because of the SDSS deblending algo-
rithm. To account for this, we replace !D(i! j) with 3"D(i!j)

for 200 & ! < 3B5 and with 6"D(i!j) for ! & 200, where "D(i!j) is
defined by

"D(i!j) ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
("2

i þ "2
j )quasar þ ("2

i þ "2
j )companion

q
; ð7Þ

where values of "i are PSF magnitude errors estimated by
PHOTO. Since it is quite rare that objects lie so close to the

quasar, the large errors have little effect on the efficiency of our
lens selection algorithm.
While gravitational lensing is independent of wavelength,

significant color differences between lensed components may
be caused by reddening. For instance, Falco et al. (1999) mea-
sured the distribution of differential reddening!E(B! V ) from a
number of gravitationally lensed quasar systems and found that
it is well described by a Gaussian with a zero mean and standard
deviation of 0.1 mag. We estimate how the differential red-
dening affects the color difference D(i! j) as follows (see also
P03): First, we use the composite quasar spectrum of Vanden
Berk et al. (2001) as an input quasar spectral energy distribution.
Next, we adopt the Galactic extinction law11 of Cardelli et al.
(1989) and compute the color difference as a function of quasar
and lens redshifts and!E(B! V ), assumingRV ¼ 3:1.We show
estimated reddening vectors for several sets of quasar and lens
redshifts in Figure 2. As expected, the effect of the differential
reddening is more significant for bluer bands. From this esti-
mation, we prepare another color-selection algorithm in color-
color space that is designed to select lens systems with large
differential reddening:

C2: y > ! !y
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where the condition must be satisfied for all sets of (x; y) ¼
D(u! g);D(g! r)½ ), [D(g! r), D(r ! i)], [D(r ! i), D(i! z)],
and

(x1; y1; x2; y2) ¼
(0:3; 0:4; 0:4; 0:4); (x; y) ¼ D(u! g);D(g! r)½ );
(0:2; 0:2; 0:4; 0:1); (x; y) ¼ D(g! r);D(r ! i)½ );
(0:1; 0:2; 0:4; 0:1); (x; y) ¼ D(r ! i);D(i! z)½ ):
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The color difference errors, !x and !y, were defined in equa-
tion (6) and the text that follows it. Figure 2 shows the color
selection regions defined by C1 and C2. In particular, Figure 2
indicates that conditionC2 can identify lens systemswith very large
differential reddening,!E(B! V ) % 0:3. The cut at D(u! g) ¼
0:2þ!D(u! g) is added to reduce the contamination of quasar-
star pairs. We select quasars that satisfy one or both criteria C1
or C2 as lens candidates.

4. TESTING THE SELECTION ALGORITHM

4.1. Simulation Method

To quantify the completeness of our selection algorithm, we
perform a series of simulations that mimic SDSS observations.
We follow the methodology developed by P03, but in this paper
we implement multicolor (ugriz) simulations to test our selection
based on both the morphology and color match.

11 We note that our result is not strongly dependent on the assumed reddening
law. For instance, we have repeated the analyses adopting SMC-like reddening,
which Hopkins et al. (2004) claim fits the observed reddening of quasars, and
have confirmed that the difference of completeness (x 4.3) is indeed small.
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and/or have very small image separations (!P 100). These con-
ditions are designed using both real SDSS data and simulations
presented in x 4.

3.2. Color Selection

When the image separation is large enough for PHOTO to
deblend two components, we can select lens candidates by com-
paring the colors between spectroscopically confirmed quasars
and candidate companions. At ! > 700 the candidates’ companions
must be point sources, but for smaller separations we also allow
extended sources to be candidate companions, because for such
small separations lensing galaxies may be superposed on the
fainter components (e.g., Q0957+561). The selection method
presented here is somewhat similar to those given by Oguri et al.
(2004a) and Hennawi et al. (2006b), but we follow P03 to extend
the methods to select differentially reddened lenses.

We conduct the color selection on the basis of the color
difference:

D(i! j ) ¼(i! j )quasar ! (i! j )companion or

(i! j )companion ! (i! j )quasar; ð4Þ

where (i; j) ¼ (u; g), (g, r), (r, i), and (i, z) and ‘‘quasar’’ and
‘‘companion’’ indicate the SDSS spectroscopic quasar in the source
quasar sample and the candidate companion, respectively. We
use PSF magnitudes and their errors throughout the paper. Al-
though the definition of D(i! j) contains a sign ambiguity, we
regard candidate pairs as lens candidates if they pass the criteria
below using either one of the above definitions. This becomes
important when we consider differential reddening, because at
first sight we do not knowwhich object is reddenedmore.When
the color difference comes from reddening, D(i! j) for all sets
of (i, j) must have the same sign. On the other hand, the color
difference of two unrelated objects could have both positive and
negative signs for different (i, j). This is the reason we do not
define D(i! j) as the absolute value of the color difference.

Since gravitational lensing does not change the color of ob-
jects, the color difference should be small if two components are
lensed images of a single quasar. This criterion can be written as
follows:

C1: jD(i! j )j < !D(i! j); ð5Þ

which must be met for all four colors. The limit !D(i! j) de-
scribes an acceptable error of the color difference, for which we
adopt the following fixed values

!D(u! g) ¼ 3 ; 0:20; !D(g! r) ¼ 3 ; 0:09;

!D(r ! i) ¼ 3 ; 0:09; !D(i! z) ¼ 3 ; 0:30: ð6Þ

These values correspond to typical 3 " errors of the color dif-
ferences of faint (%19–20mag) objects in the SDSS images.We
find that color differences contain very large errors when image
separations are small because of the SDSS deblending algo-
rithm. To account for this, we replace !D(i! j) with 3"D(i!j)

for 200 & ! < 3B5 and with 6"D(i!j) for ! & 200, where "D(i!j) is
defined by

"D(i!j) ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
("2

i þ "2
j )quasar þ ("2

i þ "2
j )companion

q
; ð7Þ

where values of "i are PSF magnitude errors estimated by
PHOTO. Since it is quite rare that objects lie so close to the

quasar, the large errors have little effect on the efficiency of our
lens selection algorithm.
While gravitational lensing is independent of wavelength,

significant color differences between lensed components may
be caused by reddening. For instance, Falco et al. (1999) mea-
sured the distribution of differential reddening!E(B! V ) from a
number of gravitationally lensed quasar systems and found that
it is well described by a Gaussian with a zero mean and standard
deviation of 0.1 mag. We estimate how the differential red-
dening affects the color difference D(i! j) as follows (see also
P03): First, we use the composite quasar spectrum of Vanden
Berk et al. (2001) as an input quasar spectral energy distribution.
Next, we adopt the Galactic extinction law11 of Cardelli et al.
(1989) and compute the color difference as a function of quasar
and lens redshifts and!E(B! V ), assumingRV ¼ 3:1.We show
estimated reddening vectors for several sets of quasar and lens
redshifts in Figure 2. As expected, the effect of the differential
reddening is more significant for bluer bands. From this esti-
mation, we prepare another color-selection algorithm in color-
color space that is designed to select lens systems with large
differential reddening:
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and
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(0:3; 0:4; 0:4; 0:4); (x; y) ¼ D(u! g);D(g! r)½ );
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The color difference errors, !x and !y, were defined in equa-
tion (6) and the text that follows it. Figure 2 shows the color
selection regions defined by C1 and C2. In particular, Figure 2
indicates that conditionC2 can identify lens systemswith very large
differential reddening,!E(B! V ) % 0:3. The cut at D(u! g) ¼
0:2þ!D(u! g) is added to reduce the contamination of quasar-
star pairs. We select quasars that satisfy one or both criteria C1
or C2 as lens candidates.

4. TESTING THE SELECTION ALGORITHM

4.1. Simulation Method

To quantify the completeness of our selection algorithm, we
perform a series of simulations that mimic SDSS observations.
We follow the methodology developed by P03, but in this paper
we implement multicolor (ugriz) simulations to test our selection
based on both the morphology and color match.

11 We note that our result is not strongly dependent on the assumed reddening
law. For instance, we have repeated the analyses adopting SMC-like reddening,
which Hopkins et al. (2004) claim fits the observed reddening of quasars, and
have confirmed that the difference of completeness (x 4.3) is indeed small.
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and/or have very small image separations (!P 100). These con-
ditions are designed using both real SDSS data and simulations
presented in x 4.

3.2. Color Selection

When the image separation is large enough for PHOTO to
deblend two components, we can select lens candidates by com-
paring the colors between spectroscopically confirmed quasars
and candidate companions. At ! > 700 the candidates’ companions
must be point sources, but for smaller separations we also allow
extended sources to be candidate companions, because for such
small separations lensing galaxies may be superposed on the
fainter components (e.g., Q0957+561). The selection method
presented here is somewhat similar to those given by Oguri et al.
(2004a) and Hennawi et al. (2006b), but we follow P03 to extend
the methods to select differentially reddened lenses.

We conduct the color selection on the basis of the color
difference:

D(i! j ) ¼(i! j )quasar ! (i! j )companion or

(i! j )companion ! (i! j )quasar; ð4Þ

where (i; j) ¼ (u; g), (g, r), (r, i), and (i, z) and ‘‘quasar’’ and
‘‘companion’’ indicate the SDSS spectroscopic quasar in the source
quasar sample and the candidate companion, respectively. We
use PSF magnitudes and their errors throughout the paper. Al-
though the definition of D(i! j) contains a sign ambiguity, we
regard candidate pairs as lens candidates if they pass the criteria
below using either one of the above definitions. This becomes
important when we consider differential reddening, because at
first sight we do not knowwhich object is reddenedmore.When
the color difference comes from reddening, D(i! j) for all sets
of (i, j) must have the same sign. On the other hand, the color
difference of two unrelated objects could have both positive and
negative signs for different (i, j). This is the reason we do not
define D(i! j) as the absolute value of the color difference.

Since gravitational lensing does not change the color of ob-
jects, the color difference should be small if two components are
lensed images of a single quasar. This criterion can be written as
follows:

C1: jD(i! j )j < !D(i! j); ð5Þ

which must be met for all four colors. The limit !D(i! j) de-
scribes an acceptable error of the color difference, for which we
adopt the following fixed values

!D(u! g) ¼ 3 ; 0:20; !D(g! r) ¼ 3 ; 0:09;

!D(r ! i) ¼ 3 ; 0:09; !D(i! z) ¼ 3 ; 0:30: ð6Þ

These values correspond to typical 3 " errors of the color dif-
ferences of faint (%19–20mag) objects in the SDSS images.We
find that color differences contain very large errors when image
separations are small because of the SDSS deblending algo-
rithm. To account for this, we replace !D(i! j) with 3"D(i!j)

for 200 & ! < 3B5 and with 6"D(i!j) for ! & 200, where "D(i!j) is
defined by

"D(i!j) ¼
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where values of "i are PSF magnitude errors estimated by
PHOTO. Since it is quite rare that objects lie so close to the

quasar, the large errors have little effect on the efficiency of our
lens selection algorithm.
While gravitational lensing is independent of wavelength,

significant color differences between lensed components may
be caused by reddening. For instance, Falco et al. (1999) mea-
sured the distribution of differential reddening!E(B! V ) from a
number of gravitationally lensed quasar systems and found that
it is well described by a Gaussian with a zero mean and standard
deviation of 0.1 mag. We estimate how the differential red-
dening affects the color difference D(i! j) as follows (see also
P03): First, we use the composite quasar spectrum of Vanden
Berk et al. (2001) as an input quasar spectral energy distribution.
Next, we adopt the Galactic extinction law11 of Cardelli et al.
(1989) and compute the color difference as a function of quasar
and lens redshifts and!E(B! V ), assumingRV ¼ 3:1.We show
estimated reddening vectors for several sets of quasar and lens
redshifts in Figure 2. As expected, the effect of the differential
reddening is more significant for bluer bands. From this esti-
mation, we prepare another color-selection algorithm in color-
color space that is designed to select lens systems with large
differential reddening:
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and
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The color difference errors, !x and !y, were defined in equa-
tion (6) and the text that follows it. Figure 2 shows the color
selection regions defined by C1 and C2. In particular, Figure 2
indicates that conditionC2 can identify lens systemswith very large
differential reddening,!E(B! V ) % 0:3. The cut at D(u! g) ¼
0:2þ!D(u! g) is added to reduce the contamination of quasar-
star pairs. We select quasars that satisfy one or both criteria C1
or C2 as lens candidates.

4. TESTING THE SELECTION ALGORITHM

4.1. Simulation Method

To quantify the completeness of our selection algorithm, we
perform a series of simulations that mimic SDSS observations.
We follow the methodology developed by P03, but in this paper
we implement multicolor (ugriz) simulations to test our selection
based on both the morphology and color match.

11 We note that our result is not strongly dependent on the assumed reddening
law. For instance, we have repeated the analyses adopting SMC-like reddening,
which Hopkins et al. (2004) claim fits the observed reddening of quasars, and
have confirmed that the difference of completeness (x 4.3) is indeed small.
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and/or have very small image separations (!P 100). These con-
ditions are designed using both real SDSS data and simulations
presented in x 4.

3.2. Color Selection

When the image separation is large enough for PHOTO to
deblend two components, we can select lens candidates by com-
paring the colors between spectroscopically confirmed quasars
and candidate companions. At ! > 700 the candidates’ companions
must be point sources, but for smaller separations we also allow
extended sources to be candidate companions, because for such
small separations lensing galaxies may be superposed on the
fainter components (e.g., Q0957+561). The selection method
presented here is somewhat similar to those given by Oguri et al.
(2004a) and Hennawi et al. (2006b), but we follow P03 to extend
the methods to select differentially reddened lenses.

We conduct the color selection on the basis of the color
difference:

D(i! j ) ¼(i! j )quasar ! (i! j )companion or

(i! j )companion ! (i! j )quasar; ð4Þ

where (i; j) ¼ (u; g), (g, r), (r, i), and (i, z) and ‘‘quasar’’ and
‘‘companion’’ indicate the SDSS spectroscopic quasar in the source
quasar sample and the candidate companion, respectively. We
use PSF magnitudes and their errors throughout the paper. Al-
though the definition of D(i! j) contains a sign ambiguity, we
regard candidate pairs as lens candidates if they pass the criteria
below using either one of the above definitions. This becomes
important when we consider differential reddening, because at
first sight we do not knowwhich object is reddenedmore.When
the color difference comes from reddening, D(i! j) for all sets
of (i, j) must have the same sign. On the other hand, the color
difference of two unrelated objects could have both positive and
negative signs for different (i, j). This is the reason we do not
define D(i! j) as the absolute value of the color difference.

Since gravitational lensing does not change the color of ob-
jects, the color difference should be small if two components are
lensed images of a single quasar. This criterion can be written as
follows:

C1: jD(i! j )j < !D(i! j); ð5Þ

which must be met for all four colors. The limit !D(i! j) de-
scribes an acceptable error of the color difference, for which we
adopt the following fixed values

!D(u! g) ¼ 3 ; 0:20; !D(g! r) ¼ 3 ; 0:09;

!D(r ! i) ¼ 3 ; 0:09; !D(i! z) ¼ 3 ; 0:30: ð6Þ

These values correspond to typical 3 " errors of the color dif-
ferences of faint (%19–20mag) objects in the SDSS images.We
find that color differences contain very large errors when image
separations are small because of the SDSS deblending algo-
rithm. To account for this, we replace !D(i! j) with 3"D(i!j)

for 200 & ! < 3B5 and with 6"D(i!j) for ! & 200, where "D(i!j) is
defined by
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where values of "i are PSF magnitude errors estimated by
PHOTO. Since it is quite rare that objects lie so close to the

quasar, the large errors have little effect on the efficiency of our
lens selection algorithm.
While gravitational lensing is independent of wavelength,

significant color differences between lensed components may
be caused by reddening. For instance, Falco et al. (1999) mea-
sured the distribution of differential reddening!E(B! V ) from a
number of gravitationally lensed quasar systems and found that
it is well described by a Gaussian with a zero mean and standard
deviation of 0.1 mag. We estimate how the differential red-
dening affects the color difference D(i! j) as follows (see also
P03): First, we use the composite quasar spectrum of Vanden
Berk et al. (2001) as an input quasar spectral energy distribution.
Next, we adopt the Galactic extinction law11 of Cardelli et al.
(1989) and compute the color difference as a function of quasar
and lens redshifts and!E(B! V ), assumingRV ¼ 3:1.We show
estimated reddening vectors for several sets of quasar and lens
redshifts in Figure 2. As expected, the effect of the differential
reddening is more significant for bluer bands. From this esti-
mation, we prepare another color-selection algorithm in color-
color space that is designed to select lens systems with large
differential reddening:
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and
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The color difference errors, !x and !y, were defined in equa-
tion (6) and the text that follows it. Figure 2 shows the color
selection regions defined by C1 and C2. In particular, Figure 2
indicates that conditionC2 can identify lens systemswith very large
differential reddening,!E(B! V ) % 0:3. The cut at D(u! g) ¼
0:2þ!D(u! g) is added to reduce the contamination of quasar-
star pairs. We select quasars that satisfy one or both criteria C1
or C2 as lens candidates.

4. TESTING THE SELECTION ALGORITHM

4.1. Simulation Method

To quantify the completeness of our selection algorithm, we
perform a series of simulations that mimic SDSS observations.
We follow the methodology developed by P03, but in this paper
we implement multicolor (ugriz) simulations to test our selection
based on both the morphology and color match.

11 We note that our result is not strongly dependent on the assumed reddening
law. For instance, we have repeated the analyses adopting SMC-like reddening,
which Hopkins et al. (2004) claim fits the observed reddening of quasars, and
have confirmed that the difference of completeness (x 4.3) is indeed small.
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objc_type: 点源かどうか
star_L: PSFフィット尤度 クエーサー周りの天体のugriz等級



SDSS画像データの目視、解析

• 手軽な画像ビューアがあ
ると超便利

    (SQLSの時は(使え)なかった)

• 整約済みfits画像
をダウンロード
してgalfit解析



FIRST電波画像の確認
SDSS FIRST

• FIRST電波画像とのconsistencyから候補棄却
• FIRST Image Cutoutツールを使って手軽にできた



重力レンズ候補の追観測

• 分光追観測により複数像候補のSEDが
同じであることを確認

• 撮像追観測によりレンズ銀河の検出

• 撮像追観測については運よくアーカイ
ブに深い撮像データがあることも



すばるSuprime-camアーカイブ

• SMOKAをチェックし候補天体の天域が
たまたま観測されてないかを調べた

• 幾つかの場合に画像が存在し役立った

良かった点: クエリ結果に積分時間やseeingの情報が
                   あり画像の質をある程度推測できた
あると良かったもの: 座標リストを与えて複数の座標
                   を一気に調べる機能、及びブラウザ上で
                   の画像のクイックルック



まとめ (1/2)

• SDSSデータやその他のサーベイ/アーカ
イブデータを活用した重力レンズ探索
SQLSを紹介した

• サーベイからのレア天体探索の例



まとめ (2/2)

• 候補天体のいろんな望遠鏡での観測デー
タのチェックをする上で有用なもの

    − (複数) 座標でのアーカイブデータ存在
       チェックとその基本性質の手軽な検索

    − データ (画像) のクイックルック

    − 整約されたデータ


